
Park Control Made Easy

Live maintenance system
for theme parks



Paperless procedures 
Automatize & optimize your paperless check list & 
mandatory LogBook (or any report EN/ISO compliant) 
with portable devices.

Maintenance Management
Manage maintenances, inspections works and share 
docs with your team directly on site via Android Apps. 

Performances under control
Plan, Do, Check all working process in a common 
dashboard via ubiquitous Web App. 

”Now I can fill the rides checklist on the go,
  while all data are automatically stored”



Centralized repository
Store and organize all your documents in a centralized 
Data Base and secure it during the years. 

Improved knowledge
Improve and drive a perfect maintenance exploiting 
real working hours data of your assets or their 
failures.

Rides Telemetry
Connect your assets via a plug&play procedure, log 
all devices data and monitor the real time status of 
your assets. 

Rides check made easy



“Finally a single system to manage
 whole my park assets”
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Manager, technicians, machines… 
connected

Maintenance Management
Opera CMMS manages your rides maintenance 
with a user friendly Activity Planning. All on site 
data (from Team or Rides) are real time tracked 
and stored.

Documents & Check lists Management
Designed to organize, make, store and view in 
mobility all kind of documents (check list, user 
manuals, drawings, or any multimedia contents).

Logbook Management (EN/ISO compliant)
Opera pre-sets and fills automatically ride LOG 
BOOKS with data coming from executed activities, 
ride alarms, inspections, reports,..

Spare Parts Management
All Spare parts information are completely 
classified and always available on web app or 
mobile devices via an interactive spare parts 
manuals. 

Real Time Status (Ride Telemetry)
Proprietary hardware connected to rides, allow 
Opera to acquire data capable to trig alarms or 
schedule maintenance based on working hours.

Sensors Wireless Network
With Remorides Sensor Network (RSN), Opera 
extends ride knowledge by collecting additional 
data coming from any kind of sensors.

Team Collaboration
Opera supports team collaboration and knowledge 
sharing via its “private social platform” made by 
intranet electronic messages.

Remote Assistant (FUNCTION ON REQUEST) 
Through a secure procedure, Opera secure 
Cloud service allows a remote access to the ride 
manufacturer for assistance or troubleshooting.



Real Time, Real Team, Real Benefits

Achieve paperless procedures: capitalize the potential of the new 
portable devices to reach “zero paper” process and “zero time” 
spent to fill and issue reports.

Increase the efficiency: simplify the maintenance procedures and 
drive your team during troubleshooting activities by preloaded and 
detailed check lists.

Secure your future: track every single working step by the automatic 
audit trail procedure and ensure you in front of the law.

And... optimize you spare parts order, communicate and share 
the knowledge with your team by push notifications, use a single 
dashboard to follow in real time the work orders, issue personalized 
reports with customized KPI, and more...



Compliance made easy

Opera is compliant by design with safety norms and standards, EN-
13814 or ISO-17842, applicable for amusement fields.

“With a simple click you can download the LOG BOOK of your rides 
completely filled with all needed information and ready for third 
bodies inspection”.

Opera take care about your critical information and secure them 
with encryption and backup on our cloud space or on your own 
server 

“Your data is your knowledge and they are your safeguard in case od 
any dispute with laws. A secure automatic backup ensure peaceful 
sleep”.
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The first Proven Maintenance 
system for Amusement Park
REMORIDES is an innovative company founded in the 2013 thanks to the 
successfull joining of two senior engineers coming from different experience 
and fields.

The General Manager Ing. Mario Savini, come from long experience 
in international enterprises dedicated to software for mission critical 
field, as the bio-medical and industrial machine automation one.

The Research and Development Manager Ing. Marco Begotti, come 
from the amusement field with a long experience in design and 
construztion of rides and amusement park consulting.

Today many engineers are dedicated to system development and many 
amusement expert have joined us to cover all park needs.

The Remorides mission is to create innovative system dedicated to the 
amusement field taking advantage of the human and intellectual skills gained 
throught many years of experience putting them at the disposal of whomever 
wants to increase the quality and make safer amusement parks around the 
world.

www.remorides.com


